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Designing Modular Architectures in the Framework AKIRA Giovanni Pezzulo Istituto di Scienze e Tecnologie della Cognizione - CNR Via San Martino della Battaglia, 44 - 00185 Roma, Italy Tel: +39 6 44595206; Fax: +39 06 44595 243 email: [email protected] Gianguglielmo Calvi Noze S.r.l. Via Giuntini, 25 - 56023 Navacchio, Cascina (PI), Italy email: [email protected] November 23, 2006 Abstract AKIRA is an open source framework designed for parallel, asynchronous and distributed computation, on the basis of some general architectural principles which are inspired by modular organization in biological systems. We introduce the motivation behind its design, the components of the framework and some examples of use: 1) a case study in a simple number domain, in which its capabilities such as context sensitiveness are highlighted; 2) an architecture for visual search tasks, in which a goal oriented behavior emerges from the cooperation and competition of many feature-specific modules, organized hierarchically; 3) a schemabased agent architecture, inspired by an ethological model of the praying mantis, including drives, schemas, routines and realizing visual and motor behavior in a realistic simulated environment.
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Introduction



AKIRA [62, 1] is a framework for implementing distributed, decentralized, asynchronous and parallel architectures. AKIRA provides facilities for designing and managing schemas, behaviors, functions, etc. (which we refer here as modules for the sake of generality) and integrating them inside a coherent architecture.
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The main principles of the framework, which constrain the design methodology, are inspired by the analysis of some peculiarities of complex systems [81], and in particular by the modular organization of biological systems. Biological systems, in fact, have many nice properties, such as self-organization, adaptivity and robustness [5, 35, 44]. AKIRA has been designed to include some of their key principles; in this way all the models implemented in the framework show interesting features such as self-organization, competition and cooperation among modules, emergence and adaptivity. Although it is possible to use AKIRA for designing many kind of software systems, this paper describes how the framework permits to design modular systems. So the focus is not on the level of single functionalities embedded inside the modules, but on the architectural level, i.e. how modules interact. AKIRA has many features, such as distribution, parallelism, asynchrony, decentralization of control and support for forming hierarchies which are especially suited for obtaining emergent effects such as dynamics of cooperation and competition between modules. The paper also shows how this design is especially suited in designing architectures for cognitive agents by providing some examples of use in Sec. 5. Figure 1 illustrates the components of AKIRA: a server process (the Pandemonium) executes and monitors many module instances (the Daemons); differently from other modular architectures such as IKAROS [38], in AKIRA modules have also connectionist features, such as a variable activation level, which sets their computational resources (speed and memory). Limited activation, summing up to a customizable quantity called the Energy Pool, is shared by the modules. Figure 2 provides an intuitive view of the relationships between the main connectionist feature of the modules, their energy (computed by a connectionist network) and their priority: modules are assigned a priority proportionally to their energy. In this way a dynamical system is realized having modules as basic elements; each module influences and is influenced by the overall behavior (this feature is called circular causality by [35, 44]). In the rest of the paper the main relevant features of AKIRA will be introduced and discussed; the most relevant for designing modular systems are: distribution and parallelism : modules run on different threads of execution; they can also be distributed in a client-server architecture involving many running instances of AKIRA, as discussed in Section 4. asynchrony : modules run asynchronously and with different priorities. Their messaging is performed in that way, since all active modules can read and write asynchronously from the blackboard. For example, Sec. 5 describes a visual search architecture in which concurrent and asynchronous commands are sent to a fovea which integrates them. decentralization of control : many functions are realized in a decentralized way. For example, Sec. 5 describes a visual search architecture in which the search trajectory depends on the pressures of many modules and a 2



Figure 1: The main components of AKIRA: the Pandemonium; the Modules or Daemons (circles), sharing a common pool of energetic resources (the “cloud” surrounding all the circles) and connected by an energetic network (dashed lines) affording spreading activation; the Blackboard, which is an XML stream affording coordination and communication; the Global Variables and Global Objects factories. The edges indicate common operations performed by Daemons such as “send(XML-PACKET)” or “createObject(A,1)”.



mantis architecture in which action selection is not performed inside a module but emerges from the dynamics of many competing schemas.



1.1



Related Literature



The design philosophy of AKIRA overlaps principles and theories related to many areas such as bio-inspired techniques, cognitive architectures and multiagent systems. In this Section we review the approaches in these areas which are more related to the framework we propose and we put in evidence the main similarities and differences. Bio-Inspired Techniques Many computational architectures and algorithms which are directly inspired by the functioning of biological systems have been proposed, such as architectures for fluid concepts and analogy [36, 55], artificial
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Figure 2: The two aspects of AKIRA. Daemons are represented both as nodes (circles in the grid, on the bottom), exchanging activation via the links, and as modules (circles in the cloud, on the top). The modules priority (their height in the cloud) depends on the activation of the correspondent nodes. Daemons also share a limited amount of energy.



immune systems [24], enzymatic computation [8], ant algorithms [27], swarm intelligence [45], evolutionary techniques [37, 58], etc. In a similar way [7] propose bio-inspired design patterns for distributed computing such as stigmergy, diffusion and replication. All these approaches focus on key features of living systems such as distributed search, evolution, self-organization, etc. and try to mimic them in order to achieve similar adaptive, robust and general-purpose solution to complex problems. Many of the above mentioned systems try to obtain either collective intelligence of simple, similar organisms or complex behaviors related to single organisms having monolithic control structures. On the contrary AKIRA, which is also based on principles of organization of biological systems, focuses on the functioning of complex systems in which many specialized modules, operating at the same level or hierarchically, interact for producing behavior. In this sense, the main sources of inspiration are the Society of Mind [54] and the Pandemonium [70, 40]. AKIRA’s design methodology is to build up models composed of a number of narrow-minded specialists (modules) that learn how to coordinate and to exploit one another in order to fulfill common goals through selfish behavior. The framework exploits some of the organization principles of biological systems, and in particular the possibility for the components to share resources such as priority, access to sensors and effectors and representation space, for realizing emergent phenomena such as self-organization, cooperation and competition of the modules.
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Modularity has been widely discussed in the psychological and neurobiological literatures [13, 78, 34], even if there is debate about its central features, such as encapsulation, and how they are realized in biological systems. For a review of modularity in AI, see [11]. AKIRA does not constrain the content of a module: it can be as simple as a visual routine, or as complex as perception. However, in order to better exploit the capabilities of the framework, complex operations requiring the interaction of different functions should not be designed as single modules but obtained as an emerging result of many simpler unities, as in the examples in Sec. 5. Cognitive Architectures In [63] we have compared AKIRA with some related cognitive architectures: DUAL/AMBR [47], Copycat [36], IDA [33] and the Behavior Networks [50]. In all these systems there are many components or modules which can be partially or totally active, influencing the overall computation. For example, by exploiting distributed representations AMBR and Copycat perform analogical reasoning in a dynamic and context dependent way. The result of the computation dynamically emerges from the parallel and concurrent activity of many partially active modules, carrying on portions of semantic information both in their procedural and connectionist parts. Some cognitive architectures such as ACT-R [2] are modular, too, but it in a way that [31] calls horizontal modularity (for a comparison between the two kinds of modularity in AKIRA and ACT-R, see [62]). According to [31], both contents and processes in a module are opaque to the other ones; each module influences the others only through its output (e.g. the output of the vision module can be a symbolic representation of a scene) and it is impossible to interact with the private processes and content of each module. [31] also claims horizontal modularity is limited to periferic tasks (such as vision and motor control) but can not perform central tasks. For this reason in ACT-R there are many modules (such as a visual and a motor module) and a serial bottleneck: while many operations can be performed in parallel into a module, a single process is selected to be active for each moment. The most crippling limitation of horizontal modular systems is that it is often necessary to explicitly pre-plan all their interactions and behaviors, thus it is difficult to design them. For this reason a different approach to modularity is becoming popular in biologically inspired fields such as behavior-based robotics [9, 50] and schema theory [3], consisting in designing semi-independent, concurrent behavioral components and left them dynamically interact without a fixed control cycle or a central interpreter. In the same way, AKIRA is inspired by vertical modularity of the Society of Mind [54] in which a number of narrow-minded, specialized agents interact and compete into the same environment, realizing cooperation and coordination as emergent properties. Here modules realize all the tasks including central ones; there is not a central, general-purpose selection mechanism but everything is managed in a decentralized way by exploiting some underlying principles such as concurrence between the components.
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Multi Agent Systems In Multi Agent Systems [85] distribution, synchronization and coordination are central issues. Recently [23] compared four kinds of MAS architectures with respect to dynamic resource allocation, classifying them according to two dimensions, centralization and synchronization: centralized auctions (centralized and synchronous); hierarchical auctions (distributed and synchronous); centralized leaky bucket (centralized and asynchronous); mobile brokers, (distributed and asynchronous), showing that there are trade-offs between these dimensions. Since the main aim of this paper is showing how competitive and collaborative phenomena among modules can be dealt by taking inspiration from biological systems, the most relevant issue here is coordination. According to [28], coordination is enabled by the presence of structures permitting the agents to operate in a predictable way. Moreover, agents must be flexible enough to manage their partial and imprecise knowledge, but still have enough knowledge and reasoning capabilities to exploit the coordinating structures and their flexibility. Typically coordination in MAS is dealt by explicitly exchanging information [42], even if different techniques are available. Some of them impose coordination structures on agents according to organizational models, others are based on coalition formation [72] or on the contract net protocol [74]. Recently many approaches, inspired by distributed cognition [46] and activity theory [56], focus on environment-based coordination such as stigmergy and coordination without communication [30]; see [82] for a review. For example, [60] describes coordination based on environmental features and [59] introduces the concept of coordination artifact; some typical examples are artifacts used by humans such as semaphores and maps. In a sense, what is new in this approach is that environmental constrains are not seen as obstacles (e.g. a semaphore does not allow to many agent to move together) but as opportunities for coordination; moreover, in order to use these artifacts typically neither knowledge nor reasoning is needed, since a function is already implicit in the design of the artifacts. Thus, while one of the main goals is practical, i.e. avoiding communication load, the lesson learned is very relevant from the theoretical point of view. AKIRA used a Blackboard [21] as a coordination artifact, as discussed in Section 4. A main difference exist between the notion of agent in MAS and the modules in AKIRA; while in MAS [85] agents are autonomous [16], modules are not. Agents encapsulate a state and a behavior and have control of both. On the contrary, modules are typically part of an architecture and the behaviors they encapsulate are functionally related to those of the other components. For this reason, they are not allowed to decide autonomously whether to realize that behavior or not. However, modules are not like objects in Object Oriented Design, since they interact by means of an interaction model which is close to agent’s ones (message passing and blackboard), and not by means of method invocation, which causes the control to flow from one object to another. In Sec. 5 we describe an agent architecture including many modules: schemas for dealing with the entities in the mantis environment such as predators and preys.
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1.2



Organization of the Paper



In Section 2 we analyze the main requirements of modular systems we have considered in the design of AKIRA. The main inspiration of AKIRA, in fact, is the organization of modular biological systems. In Section 3 we review the main design principles of AKIRA, which are inspired by the previous analysis. In particular we discuss the role of AKIRA’s central features such as modularization and decentralization, and facilities, such as the blackboard. In Section 4 we introduce the structure and components of the framework. In Section 5 we explain the behavior and dynamics of AKIRA by introducing three successful examples of use, highlighting the role of the above described features and components.



2



Organization of Modular Systems



Taken as specialized resources, modules are able of a variety of capabilities; the Swiss Army Knife metaphor of mind in [22] suggests a plethora of specialized resources instead of a single universal mechanism. But how do specialized modules form an integrated system? A debate exist in literature about the possibility for completely modular systems to realize central tasks [32] in a flexible way. Some typical central tasks are claimed to be selecting an interpretation among the possible ones for a situation, and selecting a goal among the possible ones given the current situation. These tasks, in fact, imply a selection between candidate modules and thus a central module for arbitrating seems to be required. Moreover, modular systems should be able to select the appropriate resources to fit different situations, requiring different capabilities; for example, depending on the goal of the system, the some environmental conditions should trigger different responses (perhaps activating different modules). Other candidate central tasks require modules cooperation instead of selection; some tasks require in fact the contribute of many modules (and some of them are compositional), and a central process seems to be responsible for selecting the most appropriate one at the right moment. As an example, consider a situation in which information for resolving a task is not inside a single module, but distributed in different ones. In order to solve those tasks modules should be able to share information, interrupt and exploit one another while continuing to be attuned with the environment; and all that can be beyond the capabilities of a fully modular system. In order to implement not only domain-specific but also (candidate) central tasks, modular systems should thus be able to overcome the limitations of single modules; as above discussed, it is questionable whether modular systems can approach the two challenges of central systems: selection and cooperation (sometimes also involving compositionality). In order to approach these problems the analysis has to move from the single module level to the level of organization, highlighting how the whole architecture is realized by means of modules’ interactions. Again, inspiration can come from
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the analysis of how modules interact in biological systems (for example, the components of the cells realizing the functionalities of a cell; or the parts of an organism realize a fully functioning organism). As highlighted by the recent literature which considers living systems as complex systems [43], it is reductive to see modules as information processors without referring to the fact that they are embedded in a living organism, and thus consume resources, facilitate or inhibit each other, learn to exploit each other for they own purposes, grow as a consequence of necessities of the organism, etc. It is their peculiar organization which make them suitable for tasks which are more complex than their single capabilities, and which produces emergent phenomena; in that complex systems differ from machines, too1 . Exchanging Resources Our key proposal, which motivates also the development of AKIRA, is that modules can influence each other not only by the means of representations, but even by the means of resources, such as priority, activation, communication bandwidth, access to sensors and effectors, representation space. We will show that introducing resources is the key for providing modular systems with systemic features such as hierarchical organization, cooperation, exploitation and context awareness. This is also the position of [75]: Adopt a strong modularist view of the mind, assume that all the modules that have access to some possible input are ready to produce the corresponding output, but assume also that each such process takes resources, and that there are not enough resources for all processes to take place. All these potentially active modules are like competitors for resources. It is easy to see that different allocations of resources will have different consequences for the cognitive and epistemic efficiency of the system as a whole. In the literature about self-organizing and dynamical systems [5, 35, 44, 68] cooperative and competitive dynamics among the components leading to the spontaneous emergence of order are typically attributed to their two modes of interaction, local (short range) excitation and global (long range) inhibition, also referred as positive and negative feedback in the biological literature [14, 43]. Positive feedback usually produce self-enhancing effects (e.g. augmenting the concentration of a certain substance in an organism), while negative feedback is antagonistic (e.g. releasing a substance which inhibits or contrasts the former). Taken together, positive and negative feedback create self-regulating and selfsustaining processes and patterns. All this happens when the involved components are not isolated, but able to influence each other by exchanging resources and information while obeying to certain specific rules, positive and negative feedback. Sometimes negative feedback is produced by physical constraints. For example, consider as a positive feedback rule the eruption of magma forming a 1 Another crucial dimension of analysis of living systems is diachronic, i.e. related to growth, evolution, development, morphogenesis, etc. [43, 77]. However, all that goes beyond the scope of the current paper.
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volcanic mountain, and as a negative feedback rule a physical constraint such as gravity: this leads to mountains not exceeding a certain height. It is worth noting that resources exchanged locally do not only influence the behavior of single components, but since they are highly interrelated, it can produce an emergent behavior of the whole system. A change in some sensible parameters called internal control parameters cause bifurcations of nonlinear dynamical systems, which thus manifests one of its possible global behaviors, or order parameters (typically associated to stable attractors) [69]. This means that by locally modulating the activity level of a component a specific global behavior pattern can be generated. As [57] evidences, in this case an activity occurring at a short time scale (modulation of a parameter) produces an effect occurring at a longer time scale (behavior). As an example, increasing the level of fear in the praying mantis model presented in Section 5 can change drastically its behavior, e.g. stopping following a prey when a predator comes in the scene. This is an alternative way to conceive “arbitration” between possible behaviors for which a central controller is not needed at all. Exchanging Information Components of living systems (or living systems acting collectively, as in the case of social insects) also exchange information, either in the form of signals (stimuli selected by evolution to convey information) or cues (stimuli that convey information incidentally) [49]. Again, this form of interaction is prior to any complex codified form of communication such as language (or exchange of representations while sharing a common ontology, which is typical in MAS). Nevertheless, components such as modules of living systems can give rise to complex forms of organization by learning to exploit and to give meaning to signals and cues produced by other components. The role of the environment is also very relevant for exchanging resources, information, and for the agent-environment dynamics. As above discussed, stigmergy is only possible thanks to the environment acting as a medium for interaction; and the literature about dynamical systems [44, 77] stresses how the fact that an agents is continuously engaged with the environment produces patterns of interaction which are very robust. According to this analysis about how resources and information are exchanged in modular living systems, we propose four design principles for overcoming the two above mentioned challenges of central systems (selection and collaboration): 1. Acquisition and Transfer of Resources: Modules can acquire resources under certain conditions; they can also transfer some of their resources to other modules (both are forms of positive feedback ). Transfer also typically implies influencing other’s computation and introducing pre-semantic pressures, i.e. influences which do not depend on exchange of information. In AKIRA this aspect is related to the possibility for the modules to tap and spread activation via the energetic network. 2. Competition for Limited Resources: In order to perform their operations,
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modules waste resources: if resources are limited, only a limited set of modules can be active. In AKIRA this aspect is related to the limited pool of resources, the Energy Pool, which is a constraint and induces negative feedback. 3. Introspection: While the private content of each module is encapsulated (by definition), modules typically make it accessible the output of their processing. However, if modules have an activity level which is visible to other ones, this information can be exploited by other daemons. The activity level is thus a cue which is not specifically set for communicating but can nevertheless used for that. In the examples presented in Section 5 this feature is exploited for forming hierarchies, but it can be also used for meta management. 4. Synchronization: while modules can not (by definition) share internal variables, they have other ways to synchronize some of their inner states. One very powerful method consists in using the environment as an external medium, [19]: if two modules are attuned to the same environmental variables, they will have coordinated patterns of activation which can, for example, be learned by using machine learning techniques such as hebbian learning [48]. The agent-environment coupling is thus exploited for letting modules interact without explicitly communicating: synchronized modules can for example induce modifications in the behavior of other modules by simply modifying their behavior. Other forms of coordination are possible by exploiting signals in the environment, e.g. stigmergy. While the first two principles are related to resources management, the second two provide a suitable way for modules to interact at the representation level without having a common ontology (which is highly implausible from a developmental point of view). Introspection and synchronization are for example implemented by the Pandemonium [70] via a common workspace: when Daemons perform their operations (e.g. match a pattern), they notify to the other ones (by shrieking) that they are active. Notifying activity and activation rather than inner states is a simple form of introspection that does not violate modules encapsulation. Many Daemons can learn to be sensible to the same information in the environment (e.g. Daemon x is active now ); this is a suitable way of synchronizing representations without sharing a common ontology (in fact, the same information can be interpreted in different ways by different Daemons). Taken together, introspection, synchronization and spreading activation permit also to share progresses between modules; a module can make available some of its results (a form of introspection) by setting an environmental condition (e.g. activating a Daemon) to which other modules are attuned (synchronized). For example, a prey-detector module can prime a grey-detector one; but this can also be an implicit message to an obstacle-detector that something interesting has been found. An example of a system involving these components is the mantis architecture described in Section 5. 10



2.1



How Modular Systems can Implement Central Tasks: Putting the Four Design Principles at Work



In AKIRA the above mentioned central tasks have not to be realized by a central mechanism or module, but depend on the interactions among the modules. We propose to model all them as emerging features of how the modular system is organized, and in particular as byproducts of the dynamics of a non computational element: resources. Selection among Competing Interpretations Interpretation in natural systems is not only a matter of pattern matching, but in many cases it involves a choice between competing meanings; this fact is true of all cognitive phenomena, ranging from perceptual ones (such as gestalt phenomena or selective attention) to conceptual ones (such as categorization; typically objects afford many uses, that are mainly selected by criteria such as appropriateness with respect to current goals, [10]). Modular systems are especially well suited for implementing competing working hypotheses about the same situation; here we propose also to allocate to competing processes more or less resources, reflecting relevance. The key point of these systems is that ambiguity (e.g. choice between competing hypothesis) is not resolved immediately; on the contrary, many competing hypothesis can also carried on together, each represented by a module (or a set of modules). The idea is similar to the multiple drafts model in [26]. We can imagine now that their impact on the current computation is a function of their resources; we can now design a system where the leading interpretation (having more resources) has the control of action, while less active, concurrent ones still have a little influence and are ready to substitute the leading one if it fails to fit the situation. This approach permits also to address the problem of mandatoriness of inputs processing by modules: even if many inputs are available to be processed by many suitable modules, only modules having enough resources can really process them. We further discuss this point by introducing the concept of Costs in the next section. Such a modular system also permits a quick interpretation shift; this process has not to be all-or-nothing (actually in distributed systems it is quite the contrary). Competing processes that use the same representations can assign them different semantics; in the mantis architecture we introduce in Section 5, for example, an object can be interpreted either as a prey or as an obstacle depending on the mantis current goal. Meaning for a natural system depends thus on motivation, and on active module(s). Moreover, it can happen that once a certain meaning is active it prevents others to be active, too: this is the case of incompatible hypothesis. Some processes can thus be mutually exclusive, because the corresponding modules waste either resources or representation space; this is in contrast with the general assumption that all the modules should be always active2 . [53] extends this approach from representations to processes, 2 This



kind of modularity can also be implemented by time sharing: the same resources are
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also relating it to emotions: special agents called selectors are responsible for activating (only) a set of modules in response to a given context (and emotions are responsible for this process), thus realizing a dynamic and distributed framing of the situation. Similarly, [71] describes how an architecture implementing the Global Workspace Theory [6] can frame situations in a distributed way. The energetic dynamics between modules permit to do the same thing in AKIRA; as we will explain in Sec. 4.1, more resources are assigned to the most relevant modules. Selection among Competing Goals Even motivations are likely to be represented by competitive dynamics, since many competing goals are often suitable, but only few are actually active (for a review of computational models of action selection, see [79]). A cognitive system is typically able to fulfill more than one task or goal in parallel, providing that they do not involve conflicting resources; resources and motivations management are thus strictly coupled. When there is a conflict, however, selection is necessary (at least to a certain extent). Our strategy is similar to the previous one: selection among competing motivations is managed by energetic dynamics. This does not mean that there could not be modules that are specialized for some aspects of this task (such as anticipating long term conflicts between goals that are not manageable by local dynamics alone), but that a default mechanism is available as a byproduct of modular systems organization. Again, the examples provided in Section 5 will clarify this point. Cooperation. We have shown that modules can interact without losing encapsulation; can they also cooperate? [54] describes many interesting cooperative dynamics realized by horizontal or vertical modular structures. As an example of the first case, consider that some task have subtasks that can only be performed by different modules, such as different feature detectors for matching complex structures (typically these tasks require compositionality). As an example of the second case, consider that knowledge in a module can be used as the context of another one in order to reduce the problem or search space, or to make it possible. For example, in order to trace an object moving behind an obstacle, the attention module should exploit knowledge produced by another module concurrently tracing the dynamics of the environment, e.g. other moving objects. Some problems change in the context of other ones: for example, a moving target can be partially occluded by another moving object. A more complex examples involves bottom-up and top-down pressures in a typical recognition task, where prior knowledge and goals influences search, but are in turn influenced by perceptual evidences provided by features detectors (a visual search example is provided in Section 5). available to different processes, that can exploit them with different timings. For example, two concurrent modules can exploit information encoded in the same cortical area; for evidence in neurobiological literature, see [11].
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2.2



Relevance



As emerged from the analysis of meaning, motivations and resources management, in order to provide enough flexibility only a portion of the modules should be available (at different levels), depending on the context; the problem is now how to select the most relevant ones (in a decentralized way). Unfortunately, in biological systems relevance has not a simple metric, but it emerges from a plethora of evaluative dimensions. This problem is worsened by the fact that while modules are likely to be domain-specific (i.e. limited to natural domains such as mind-reading, folk-physics or folk-biology [15]) and implemented by many stratified elements produced by evolution, here we search for a general, cross-modular mechanism or disposition (again, a good candidate for centrality we want to avoid). Again, our claim is that relevance and modules prioritization (together with other cognitive features such as priming and memory effects) are mainly obtained by the organization of the system. They do not need to be explicitly represented or processed (in a central system or in specialized modules), but they are emergent features; only in this way we can model human-like contextsensitivity without violating modules encapsulation and domain-specificity, and only in this way we can claim that these features are evolvable by a modular system.



3



Desiderata and Principles of AKIRA



Here we describe a set of biologically inspired desiderata which have motivated the development of AKIRA; in Section 4 we describe how they are embedded in the design of the framework, and in Section 5 we provide some examples of their realization. Relevance. The most relevant modules (i.e. performing operations that are expected to be useful and successful in a given span of time) should quickly become more active, receiving more resources. It is not necessary to calculate explicitly utility and relevance; the modular system should be able to allocate resources in a way reflecting expected relevance. This can also be seen as a general-purpose selective attention mechanism (see the Random example in Section 5). [66] provides an example in the Visual Search domain showing that the main indicators of relevance are success in processing inputs and predictive power. The rationale is that a Daemon that is able to operate in a domain and to produce good predictions (of its actions) is well attuned with the present situation. Memory. When a relevant module stops being successful, it should have a graceful degradation of its activation level and of the weights of its incoming links, because typically the environment has regularities which otherwise can be lost. We illustrate this point in the Oscillation example in Section 5.
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Priming. Later processing of a stimulus is facilitated by previous exposure to a related one; for example, given a sequence of words: sleep, bed, swim, you will read more quickly the word bed than the word swim, since bed is more related to sleep than swim to bed. Processes can be primed, i.e. become active in a given situation and be faster in a successive, similar situation. We illustrate this point in the Substitution example in Section 5. Patterns and Coordination. In the long run, modules that are active in the same situations should evolve stronger links between them (leading to coordinated dynamical patterns of activation, [44]). Moreover, modules that are often active in a given sequence evolve energetic links that facilitate the later activation of the same sequence. These generic capabilities can account for many phenomena, such as analogy as investigated in [36]. We illustrate this point in the Patterns and Concurrency examples in Section 5. Delegation. Sometimes modules can operate only if the appropriate context is available, where context is intended to be the operation of other modules ([8] discusses a similar issue about enzymatic computation). Modules should learn to use their resources for producing or facilitating the appropriate context, for example by fueling other modules that realize appropriate conditions. We illustrate this point in the Facilitation example in Section 5. Other Requirements. Some other requirements were introduced in the design methodology mainly because they are very likely to be useful in a computational perspective. Monitoring Modules should be able to exploit unforeseen opportunities that have been produced by other modules. This means that even less active modules should continuously monitor the (changes of) environmental conditions (in AKIRA there is a medium for the interactions which is the Blackboard), and that they should be able to quickly recruit resources if they become appropriate. Interruption Modules should be able to safely interrupt each other; this capability is especially useful for a fast responsiveness to changes in the environmental conditions. For example, [73] describes alarms as urgent danger signals that stop all the computation. Integrating Multiple Inputs It is not always the case that all inputs of a module to belong to the same modality or even the same domain. For example, consider modules integrating visual and auditory information. [15] provides an example of a different kind of integration of non homogeneous inputs in the practical reasoning module. Hierarchies The system must support hierarchies in the modular system, as typically done in Pandemonium systems. It has to be possible both to
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design the layers manually and to let them emerge during computation (e.g. having modules which learn to exploit input provided by other ones). Each layer will be built using the same basic structures provided by the framework. Concurrence of the Components The components of the system must rely on a mechanism for managing concurrence, providing thus parallelism without conflicts. The framework is responsible for avoiding inconsistences due to parallelism. Resources management The computational resources (processing time and memory) of all the components should be manipulable and variable during computation. Functional Transparency the components of the system can not directly access their (and other’s) procedural content, which is only accessible through messaging mechanisms. No Functional Rigidity The behavior of the modules should be programmable in a very flexible way, also exploiting many kinds of input. Some examples are: receiving in input x + y and calculating sum(x, y); receiving in input past − activations − of − daemon − x(x, y) and calculating daemon − x − next − activation − is(z). Max Representational Homogeneity Since it has to be possible to interrupt, stop, re-activate the system and store its state in a database in any moment, an opportune formalism is needed for representing both the start-up and the run-time contents. Communication The components should be able to communicate at least according to two modalities, one-to-one and one-to-many. The former will be used as a default communication between two components; the latter will be used for spreading activation and broadcasting.



3.1



The Architectural Principles



The above mentioned desiderata, as well as the four design principles illustrated in Section 2, inspired the main architectural principles of AKIRA, which we present here. We designed an architectural schema which permit to design asynchronous, decentralized an parallel systems, realizing self-organization and adaptivity. 3.1.1



Hybridism and Locality Principle.



AKIRA exploits modules which are hybrid at the micro-level [47]: each module has both a connectionist and a procedural component. The connectionist component involves the activation level of the module as well as the energy exchanges between the modules; moreover, modules can group and organize into
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higher level assemblies called Coalitions, that are able to solve together composite tasks that are impossible to solve alone (an example is provided in the mantis architecture example in Section 5). The procedural component involves the set of operations a module can perform; each module is a specialized computational unit, which can embed a procedure of whichever complexity. AKIRA also follows a Locality Principle: each interaction between the modules is implemented as a peer-to-peer operation, without centralized control. Hybridism and locality are especially suited for designing modular architectures showing decentralized and emergent computation, although it can be used for designing hierarchical systems with top-down and bottom-up flow of control such as Clarion [76]. The connectionist side of AKIRA endorses the emergent phenomena, exploiting the patterns of activation of the modules. 3.1.2



The Energetic Metaphor.



Modules’ procedural activity is influenced by their connectionist side. The modules dynamics follow an Energetic Metaphor [47]: greater activation corresponds to a greater computational power, i.e. speed. Each module has an amount of computational resources that is proportional to its activation level (and is a measure of its relevance, both absolute and contextual, in the current computation). More active modules have a priority in their procedural operations and their energetic exchanges. This mechanism permits to model a range of cognitive phenomena such as context and priming effects, because active modules are able to influence the others. As a consequence of the dynamics of system (priority is related to the activation) and energetic exchanges between related modules, in fact, each module introduces a contextual pressure over the computation even without explicit operations, but only being active; for example, if a module detecting a given visual feature is active, it will activate or inhibit other visual modules, also indirectly influencing the way other modules operate on the same stimulus (an example is provided in the Visual Search task example in Section 5). Moreover, the results of its computation can be available to other modules (as in the Pandemonium model), e.g. to higher-level feature-integration modules; this capability will also be used in the Visual Search task in Section 5. The converse is also true: modules which are salient in the same context evolve stronger links and are able to recruit more energy, as a consequence of the energetic dynamics illustrates in Section 4. Many kinds of contextual pressures can be naturally modeled using this schema, e.g. perceptual, goal-driven, cultural, conceptual, memory-based, etc.



4



The Framework AKIRA



AKIRA [1] is an open source, C++ multithread framework; it permits to design hybrid architectures in which each computational unit can be seen both as a module and as a node in a connectionist network, as illustrated in 2. While in neural networks nodes represent values (and representations are distributed),
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in localist networks nodes represent symbols (and some representations, such as situations involving many symbols, are distributed), in typical AKIRA applications nodes represent modules and can process in parallel and asynchronously (both representations and functions are distributed). The modules are not isolated but related each other and to a central resource; they can share energetic resources; they can form assemblies called Coalitions; they can exchange explicit messages via a Blackboard and even exploit an implicit form of communication [17, 46, 59], consisting in the observation of the activity of another module, that is routinely notified to the Blackboard; this feature is mainly exploited in Pandemonium-like models. Levels of Description AKIRA can be described at three different levels. The first level level of description concerns the components; the framework provides a number of components which are intender to be part of the design of any architecture. The components are illustrated in Fig. 1: the kernel, called Pandemonium; the modules, called Daemons; the Blackboard, and two Global Factories. For full reference, see [62, 1]. The kernel is called Pandemonium; it acts like a management structure, performing a number of routine actions such as managing the Blackboard and monitoring the state of the modules. The modules are called Daemons; each one has a thread of execution, a concurrent access to the Energy Pool and a functional body in which its behavior is specified. Daemons are not isolated: they can pass messages, spread activation via the energetic links (that can be both predefined and evolved), tap activation or release it to a central pool called the Energy Pool and on-the-fly join Coalitions. lthough the components are always the same, they can be used for realizing many kinds of architectures, as illustrated in the examples in Section 5. For example, in the schema-based mantis architecture modules are used for implementing schemas, the Energy Pool is the central repository of energy available to all the schemas and the Energetic Network is used for spreading activation between them. Coalitions refers to an emerging property: schemas (such as stay in path and avoid obstacle) can realize cooperatively an obstacle avoidance behavior. The second level of description concerns the implementation of single modules (or Daemons). Again, there is much freedom in design, providing that some constraints are respected. Each Daemon has a predefined sequence of execution, repeated for each cycle; this includes the connectionist operations (Tap, Spread, Join, Pay, introduced later) as well as the procedural one (Execute, encapsulating the Daemon’s specific behavior). Each Daemon has a private memory space for data and processes, and a queue for incoming messages. Daemons resources and the priority of its thread are related to its current activation. Even if each single Daemon can be programmed to realize arbitrarily complex behavior, a central requirement for successfully modeling dynamic and contextual effects is distributing the knowledge and the control structure throughout many Daemons and exploiting the built-in features of AKIRA such as the energetic dynamics; thus complex ones should be realized either by high-level modules exploiting the
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results of low-level ones, or by the whole system, as illustrated in the examples in Section 5. The most critical point in designing modules concerns the semantics of their success and failure. As illustrated in Section 4.2, in any case success and failure mean gaining and losing activation; it is up to the designer to decide which is the meaning in the specific application. For example, in the mantis architecture in Section 5 success is related in accuracy in prediction. Schemas predicting well gain more activation and take control of action. The third level of description concerns the tools and techniques provided by AKIRA for programming the behavior of each module. In the examples in Section 5, fuzzy logic is exploited in the architecture for visual search, while in the mantis architecture both fuzzy logic and neural networks trained with error backpropagation are used. In the rest of the Chapter the components and dynamics of AKIRA are described, pointing out their main peculiarities with respect to other frameworks. Since the most peculiar feature is the dynamic behavior of all the components depending on their activity level, this will be the first element introduced.



4.1



AKIRA Energetic Model (AEM)



A difference exist with many connectionist architectures: AKIRA has a custom energetic model, the AKIRA Energetic Model (AEM), exploiting some ideas from Boltzmann Machines [51]. There is a centralized pool of resources, the Energy Pool, that gives an upper bound to the resources that the Daemons can tap. If a Daemon taps some resources, these are not available to the others until they are released; the Daemons compete for energy (access to the Energy Pool) and resources (e.g. access to the effectors, if included). Spreading activation has a special meaning here: the receiver takes it and the giver loses it; this mechanism is similar to the Behavior Networks one [50]; an interesting use of this mechanism is compositionality and exploitation: a module can learn to spreads activation to another one that is able to fulfill one of its needs in order to successively exploit its results. Moreover, as different from classical spreading activation [20], that is automatic and requires no processing capacity, in AKIRA spreading is executed inside each Daemon’s cycle and thus it takes resources. Performing a procedural operation has a cost in energy for the Daemon, that is released to the Energy Pool before executing (this operation is called Pay): thus the Daemons have to accumulate a certain amount of energy before really operating3 . The cost of an operation should be set in accordance with its complexity and urgency: less cost means more easily activated. Fast and urgent behaviors such as like stimulus-response ones can be represented by low-cost operations. More complex cognitive operations are slower, since they need to 3 Separating the activation of a Daemon from its possibility to really act allows to retain the contextual relevance of partially activated ones while preventing too many of them to fire actions in parallel (thus simplifying the control structure); moreover, the cost mechanism prevents active Daemons to operate the same operation twice.
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recruit a lot of energy; moreover, often they have to exploit operations by other Daemons, or to join Coalitions. All the modules act accordingly to the AEM; however, each of them is in independent and concurrent unity having its cycle.



4.2



The Daemons Cycle



Daemons perform their operations in (parallel and asynchronous) cycles, whose priority is set according to their activation level. For each cycle, the Daemon tries to execute its procedural body, and success or failure is calculated. Since from success depend the increase of the activity level and the evolution of links with other Daemons, it is very important to define its semantics. In the examples we introduce in Section 5, success is not only related to procedural success, but also to success of prediction, or drives or goals satisfaction (similar to reinforcement learning); however, here different policies can be used. If a Daemon successfully executes its procedural operation, it Pays some energy, that comes back to the Energy Pool and becomes ready to be tapped by other Daemons; it also notifies its success to the Blackboard (this operation is called Shout). Shouting is not only used by other Daemons (as in a Pandemonium model) as an information, but also for evolving new links or updating existing ones; it is a request to other Daemons to be linked by them (or to reinforce existing links). If a Daemon does not successfully execute its procedural body, it Spreads its activation to its linked Daemons, that are more pertinent (or are able to help it, realizing the previously described exploitation mechanism), and lowers the weigh of its incoming links. Both successful and unsuccessful Daemons can reply to a Shout and link with successful Daemons; this operation is called Join and it is the basis for the formation of assemblies of Daemons called Coalitions. As a result of Shouting and Joining, without any centralized control, the energy is conveyed from unsuccessful to successful Daemons. Moreover, Daemons that are active and salient in they same situation evolve stronger links, since they write and read more often, and at the same time, from the Blackboard. The activation of each Daemon is dynamically calculated for each cycle (this operation is called Tap) and results from the sum of three elements: Base Priority, Energy Tapped and Energy Linked. The Base Priority should be set in accordance with the importance of a given Daemon (or class of Daemons); it is private and not shared neither with the Energy Pool nor with the other Daemons. For example, a Daemon representing a concept can have as a default more activation than a Daemon representing a feature. The Energy Tapped depends on the Tap Power attribute of each Daemon. For each cycle the Daemon tries to tap a correspondent amount of energy from the Energy Pool (say 50); however, since there is a customizable upper bound to the total energy available to the system, the Pool could have less energy available (say 30), so the Energy Tapped indicates only the energy really tapped, as sketched in Figure 3. The Energy Linked is tapped from the incoming links, providing that some other Daemons spread it. The network is not a simple medium, but it actually 19



Figure 3: AKIRA and the Energy Pool. Daemons share a limited amount of resources which is tapped and released to the Energy Pool. contains some energy that is accessed concurrently by the Daemons through the Tap and Spread operations. All the links are weighted and this influences how much energy can be tapped. As an example, the Daemons A, B and C have 50 energy units; they are all linked with one another, and each link has weight 0.5. If A and B both spread before C taps, at the end A and B will have 25 energy units and C 100 as Energy Linked. Base Priority and Tap Power are conceived for modeling absolute relevance of a process. For example, when a Daemon with a strong Tap Power is activated, he grows (energetically) faster than others. This feature is useful for implementing high priority processes (such as alarms in [73], that quickly have to obtain resources for e.g. fleeing). Energy Linked indicates instead the contextual relevance of a Daemon, since the network is dynamically rearranged in accordance with the contingent situation. The AEM, as well as many other components, is only one of the available options; it can be replaced by other models (for example, spreading activation in [20]). However, in all our example we assume it as the default. The AEM describes the default modules dynamics in any architecture implemented in AKIRA. In Sec. 5 some sample architectures are illustrated in which the dynamics have a crucial role. As a consequence of the AEM, the whole system is homeostatic: the resources are bound to a limit and influence the computation. As we will discuss later, this permits not only to endorse concurrence, but to model the concept of Temperature (used in Copycat) and some dynamics of Baars’ Global Workspace Theory [6] (used for example in IDA).
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4.3



Communication and Coordination



In AKIRA modules do not interact, as objects do, by means of method invocation, but via an abstraction, the Blackboard [29]: a common global database accessible by all the modules, which can respond to changes in it, interrogate and modify it. The Blackboard is used for communication and coordination. Firstly, modules can communicate by writing and reading information in the Blackboard in the form of XML packets, using the AKIRA XML Language (AXL). Messages are represented as permanent AXL packets in the Blackboard having an address which is the module name, and are destroyed after being read. AXL is not committed to any ontology; as a result, different modules can interpret differently the messages. This feature is used for example in the mantis architecture presented in Section 5, in which messages from the visual routines are read and exploited by different schemas in different ways. In AKIRA the Blackboard [21] can also be seen as a coordination artifact [59]; in AKIRA modules notify to the blackboard their activation level and this information can be monitored and exploited by other modules. For example, the visual search architecture discussed in Section 5 is organized hierarchically and modules encoding complex pattern matching operations monitor and predict the activation level of modules in the lower level, encoding simpler pattern matching operations. In this way they learn to exploit a special kind of environmental condition, i.e. the activation level of other modules, as significant for themselves, without any common knowledge or ontology. The Blackboard is also a programming pattern [12], which is especially suited for resolving problems for which no deterministic solution strategies are known. Typically the problem is dealt thanks to the contribute of several specialized subsystems, i.e. the modules, operating in the same context and providing partial and approximate solutions. In the the visual search architecture illustrated in Section 5 this functionality is used, also showing some of its main peculiarities such as the lack of a predetermined sequence for their activation. In that example the control of the fovea is determined by the current state of progress and success of all the modules. AKIRA’s Blackboard affords also distribution; as described in [80] many AKIRA servers can share across the network their own Blackboard; AXL packets are dispatched in an user-transparent way among all the modules in any AKIRA server. AKIRA provides two other possibilities for data sharing: a Global Variables Factory, permitting to share global variables among modules, and a Global Objects Factory, permitting to share any kind of objects; AKIRA thus implements both message-based and shared-variable based models.



4.4



Programming Resources in AKIRA.



AKIRA offers a solid support for many kinds of programming tools. Since our focus is at the model and not at the mechanism level, AKIRA includes a rich toolkit of mechanisms and algorithms from different paradigms, allowing devel-
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opers to test, compare and possibly integrate many machine learning, symbolic and connectionist models; some examples are: fuzzy logic, fuzzy cognitive maps and neural networks [48]. It is possible to use different mechanisms inside different modules, taking into consideration that the system operates in real time and speed of the algorithm has a semantics (time delays can be introduced in order to balance the computational speed of different modules). AKIRA is also interfaced with a powerful 3D graphical engine, Irrlicht [39].
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Some Examples of Use



Here we present three scenarios in which the peculiar architectural features of AKIRA have been successfully used. The first example, the Number Domain, illustrates the suitability of the framework to include at the system level the above described desiderata such as saliency, priming and memory effects, independently on the content of the modules. The second example is a Visual Search task in which many concurrent and hierarchically organized featurespecific processes realize a complex goal oriented behavior (finding a red T among many distractors) as an emergent result of cooperation and competition for limited computational resources. The third example illustrates a schemabased agent architecture, inspired by an ethological model of the praying mantis, in which the pressures of internal drives (such as hungriness and fear) and external stimuli drive in a context sensitive way the selection of the agent’s behaviors.



5.1



The Number Domain



We present a case study about the expressive power of modular systems, and in particular context sensitiveness: do modular systems change behavior if the context varies? are more relevant modules more active? can the activity of certain modules influence other ones? The simple modular system we present, having resource sharing, although implausible from a biological point of view, shows many interesting cognitive features: relevance, graceful degradation, priming, learning of stable activation patterns, cooperation, which do not depend from the content of the modules, but are realized by their dynamics of activation (for a sound mathematical treatment of similar effects in dynamical systems, see [69]). We use two kinds of modules: Number Generators, and Number Detectors. Number Generators generate numbers and write them into the Blackboard. Number Detectors match certain numbers in the Blackboard. The modular system includes nine Daemons, seven Detectors and two Generators: three Even Detectors, matching respectively the numbers 2, 4 and 6; three Odd Detectors, matching respectively the numbers 1, 3 and 5; one Prime Detector, matching all the prime numbers: 2, 3, 5 and 7; one Random Number Generator, generating a random number in (1-7); one Random Even Number Generator, generating randomly 2, 4 or 6. We present here some set-ups in the Number Domain.
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Figure 4: Oscillation



Figure 5: Response Times before and after priming 5.1.1



Case 1: Random.



If only the Random generator is active, Prime is the most active module (the biggest circle on the left in Fig. 4): even if all the modules Tap the same amount of energy Prime receives more activation (thick arrows) from the other modules. This mechanism implements relevance in a context-sensitive way: less relevant modules give activation to the more relevant ones. 5.1.2



Case 2: Oscillation.



If the Random Generator is always active and the Even Generator is periodically run, Prime is the most active module. When the Even Generator is run, the Even Detectors begin to grow. By varying the context, the modules gain or lose relevance. Moreover, when the Even Generator is stopped, the Even Detectors come back to the initial activation quite slowly, showing graceful degradation. See Fig. 4. 5.1.3



Case 3: Substitution.



If the Even Generator is initially active, the Even Detectors are primed and become more active. If the Even Generator is substituted by the Random Generator, the Even Detectors still retain part of their activation. In fact, if an even number (e.g. 2) is produced by the Random Generator after priming, the response time of Even Detectors is faster. See Fig. 5. 5.1.4



Case 4: Patterns.



If a prime number is often generated after an even one, the Even Detectors evolve strong links toward Prime; this is a basic anticipatory capability. Complex patterns of activation of modules can be stored by the energetic network. 23



5.1.5



Case 5: Facilitation.



We add another module, Multiplier, that is able to read two numbers from the Blackboard, multiply them and write their result to the Blackboard. We also add a new Number Detector, 15-Detector, that is able to match the number 15. Since 15 can not be directly generated but only produced by multiplying 5 and 3, a pattern emerges between these modules: 15-Detector links the other three modules: it facilitates them in order to exploit their results. 5.1.6



Case 6: Concurrency.



We add two competing goal modules: 24-Producer and 30-Producer, which have to produce as much as possible 24s or 30s and are reinforced if they produce them. In this set-up, Producers can command Detectors to find certain numbers; once a Detector matches the number, it removes it from the Blackboard and sends it to the requesting Producer, which sends couples of numbers to the Multiplier (typically, 6 and 4, or 6 and 5, for having 24 or 30). Since both the Producers need the number 6, both evolve links to the corresponding Detector and try to take its control. Since Producers share limited resources (energy) and representations (6s) and are reinforced only if they produce, in the long run only one of them will become so strong to fully exploit the 6-Detector ; the other one will use 2s and 3s instead of 6s, but it will be slower. In this simple example, modules influence each other’s activity by wasting energetic resources and constrain each other’s strategy and success by modifying the common workspace. These example show the suitability of the framework to realize, at the system level, the above discussed desiderata, independently from the content of the modules. In the next example, some more complex functionalities, also requiring compositionality and hierarchical organization, are illustrated. It is important to note that in the next examples agents are presented which have a (simulated) body and interact with a (simulated) environment. As widely discussed in the literature about embodiment and situatedness [19, 44, 67], the agent-environment coupling is necessary for letting these dynamics emerge.



5.2



A Case Study in Visual Search



Here we illustrate the behavior of a modular system, organized in a hierarchical fashion, in a Visual Search task [83]. The goal is to find the red T in a picture containing also many distractors (green Ts and red Ls). The task is performed by many modules operating concurrently and competing for resources in the Energy Pool. As illustrated in the left part of Figure 6, modules with different capabilities reside in different layers; some of them are sensitive to the environment, some others to the activity of the modules in the lower layers; they communicate via an abstract layer, the Blackboard; however, here communication consists only in monitoring the activity level of other modules, which is converted in fuzzy values. Vision is fovea based: the only visible part of the picture is the content of a movable spotlight, consisting in three concentric spaces
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Figure 6: Left: the components of the simulation. Right: a sample trajectory. having good, mild and bad resolution (a simplified model of human fovea). The modules are divided into five layers: 1. Full Points Detectors monitor one points of the spotlight each, e.g. the left corner. Modules of the inner spotlight are more numerous and have more resources; the number and resources are lower in the central and outer spotlight. They can only match full or empty points and notify the result to the Blackboard, where modules in the successive layer can read it. 2. Color Recognizers monitor the activity of the Full Points Detectors; if they detect a full point, they are able to detect a single color (e.g. they are specialized for red or green) and notify the result to the Blackboard. 3. Line Recognizers recognize sequences of points having the same color as lines. They concatenate on-the-fly (without a permanent memory) two or more consecutive points of the same color and notify their position to the Blackboard. 4. Letter Recognizers use the information provided by the Line Recognizers for assembling Ls or Ts (even having different orientations) and notify their position to the Blackboard. 5. The Spotlight Mover is a single module receiving asynchronously fuzzy commands from all the other ones (e.g. move to the left) and consequently moving the center of the spotlight (and thus the area of influence of the Full Points Detectors). The left part of Figure 6 shows the modules involved into the simulation; the layers are numbered. The simulation starts by setting a Goal module, representing e.g. find the Red T that spreads activation to the red recognizer and the T recognizer (the arrows represent the links); it introduces a strong goal directed pressure: at the beginning of the task some modules are more active than others (dark and white circles). The dotted lines represent instead the monitoring activities performed by the modules: if a module successfully matches, it notifies it to the Blackboard and some modules in the higher layers can exploit its activity. During the simulation, as the scenario changes, there will be more or less active modules influencing the overall process. Successful modules send fuzzy commands to the Spotlight Mover; it dynamically blends them (with some inertia), and the spotlight traces a trajectory (starting from the center), as illustrated in the right part of Figure 6.
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Each module tries to move the spotlight where it anticipates there is something relevant for its (successive) matching operation. For example, if the Red Recognizer matches (or anticipates) something relevant to its task in a certain point, it tries to move there the spotlight; the Green Recognizer does the contrary (but with much less energy, because it does not receive any activation from the Goal module). The Line and Letter Recognizers try to move the spotlight in the surroundings of already matched points in order to verify if there is a complete line or letter and its position. Here we only used built-in reactive planning: some fuzzy rules indicate which is the next interesting point to move on (e.g. IF two vertical points THEN move in vertical ). See [66] for details. According to the AKIRA Energetic Model, modules exchange activation with the Energy Pool and the priority of their procedural operations depend on their activation; they also evolve temporary links. Modules in the upper layers have more base activation at the beginning, reflecting their power of introducing top-down pressures; since they perform more complex operations, they have even higher costs. The Spotlight Mover receives commands from all the other modules and blends them, thus the movement of the spotlight depends on all their pressures; but modules that succeed in their operations and are thus more relevant have an higher fire rate, so they have more influence on the Spotlight movement. The simulation ends when the Goal module receives simultaneous success information by the two modules it controls. Our experiments show that this behavior-based model is effective and accurate; it accounts for many evidences in the Visual Search literature, such as sensitivity to the number of distractors and pop-out effects [83]. Moreover, after a certain number of runs, the Energetic Network works also as an associative memory, implicitly encoding some information (e.g. left corners are uninteresting) and rules (e.g. when you find a red spot awaken the Letter Recognizers). These features permit priming and memory effects, accounted by the Contextual Cueing paradigm [18]: in repeated experiments, the subject becomes able to discriminate implicit cues, such as the relative position, orientation and distance of the letters, without being able to explicitly report them. [66] discusses the introduction of predictive mechanisms in this framework, permitting to anticipate the next perceptual stimuli and to perform more efficient visual search; [61] discusses this model with respect to the ideomotor principle [41] and the TOTE [52].



5.3



The Mantis Architecture



[64] presents a schema-based agent architecture which is inspired by an ethological model of the praying mantis reported in [4]. The mantis model was interfaced with the 3-D engine Irrlicht [39] which includes realistic physics. The system was evolved by using two learning phases, as reported in [64], and learned to satisfy its drives in a complex environment including preys, predators, obstacles, etc. Fig. 7 shows the main components of the model: the Inner State (the main drives); the Behavior Repertoire (Perceptual and Motor Schemas); the Routines (Visual, Motor and Proprioceptive Routines); the Actuators (the 26



Figure 7: The Components of the Mantis Architecture Fovea and Motor Controllers). Each component (including schemas) is implemented by using a module: in this way schemas (as well as other components) compete for resources and this produces interesting cooperative and competitive dynamics in an adaptive way. For example, the active perceptual schemas represent multiple concurrent perceptual hypotheses which compete for being accepted; they are prioritized according to the accuracy of their preconditions and predictions, i.e. how much their requirements are compatible with the actual perception. The constructive process does not only influence stimuli categorization (such as prey vs. obstacle), but also behavior selection, since perceptual and motor schemas are related by energetic links and motor schemas use the activation level of related perceptual ones as a precondition (e.g. an active detect prey primes chase). Furthermore, stimuli processing depend on the contextual pressure of all the active components. An example can clarify the point: if the mantis is hungry, typically the detect prey and chase schemas will activate; if it is not hungry and is escaping, it can approach a prey as an obstacle and activate avoid obstacle. The most active schemas drive subsequent actions (i.e. chase a prey or avoid an obstacle) and perception (where to orient the fovea, to which visual routines give priority). Indeed, information is selected and it serves to confirm or disconfirm the running hypotheses, not to mirror the environment. Mixed courses of actions can also emerge from the contribute of schemas realizing different behaviors; we refer to these on-the-fly assemblies of cooperating schemas as Coalitions. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the activation levels of two schemas, stay in path (black boxes) and avoid obstacle (white boxes), during obstacle avoidance. Both schemas are involved, with different priorities
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Figure 8: Evolution over time of the activation of the schemas during obstacle avoidance. over time, as long as they can both be satisfied together (and remain in the Coalition). Note that the trajectory and the turning points are not preplanned but dynamically emerge depending on the size of the obstacle and the initial direction of the agent. Our result show that the system can take into consideration multiple concurrent drives for realizing multiple competing behaviors, and it adapts very well its behavior to the changing environment thanks to the energetic dynamics between the schemas. [64] shows that when predictive capabilities are added and when predictive accuracy is used for tuning the activation of the schemas the performance drastically increases, too, and compares this approach with related ones such as MOSAIC [84] and HAMMER [25].
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Conclusions



This paper presents the main motivations behind AKIRA, introduces its components and functioning, and illustrates three case studies, also showing how the design methodology introduced in the first part makes AKIRA suitable for modeling dynamical systems realizing complex cognitive functionalities via parallel, asynchronous and distributed computation. One important feature of AKIRA is that it encodes at the system level some general principles of organization which permit self-organization, competition for limited resources and cooperation among modules, as the examples in Section 5 illustrate. Since these effects do not depend on the content of the modules, but only depend on the organizational principles of the architecture, the framework is in principle suitable for modeling any kind of complex and adaptive system, in which phenomena such as self-organization and emergence are involved. The most peculiar effects of the design of AKIRA are now synthesized and discussed. Relevance. The core functioning of AKIRA consists in giving more resources to the more relevant and useful modules. According to the AKIRA Energetic Model (AEM) illustrated in Section 4, Daemons that succeed become more active and more linked with other Daemons; and they can run faster4 . The goal of 4 As discussed in more detail in [64], action and prediction success are good indicators of relevance; this is similar to what happens in biologically inspired schema-based architectures
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the Energetic Model is thus to provide more resources to relevant Daemons, in a dynamic and asynchronous way, without centralized control. These Daemons obtain more energy both from the Energy Pool (because they can tap more) and from the other Daemons (because they receive more incoming links). Daemons that do not succeed spread instead their energy to other Daemons; this is intended to represent both delegation (if a module spreads energy to other ones realizing one of their preconditions), and initiative passing (if a module spreads energy to concurrent ones). The first example (the number domain) illustrates how relevance and general desiderata, inspired by complex systems and in particular by the modular organization of biological systems, emerge in AKIRA independently from the content of the modules involved. Cooperative Concurrence, Contextual Pressures and Adaptivity. Concurrent hypotheses can be run in parallel and initiative is smoothly passed to the most appropriate Daemons. Although only the most active hypotheses control the action (e.g. control the effectors), many others (running in the background) can generate predictions; if their predictions are appropriate, they have the opportunity to take control of the action, since they begin to gain more energy than their competitors (again, this is similar to the multiple drafts model in [26]). This mechanism is also quite parsimonious, since it prevents many modules from taking active control simultaneously. Even Daemons which have not the control of action, however, can influence the computation. Due to their energetic dynamics, Daemons become more or less active in a context dependent way, thus the power and influence of the processes they carry out change dynamically during the computation; the Energetic Model described above assures that activation reflects relevance. For example, a module producing successful behavior (or good predictions) is very relevant in that moment and rewarded with more energy (and thus more control of the action); a more active schema has a high priority and is executed before less relevant ones. This versatile computational schema allows to model the dynamic interplay of different modules and the contextual pressures: many processes can intervene adaptively in the computation, influencing it to different extents and with different timings. Emergent Features. Some systemic features do not have to be represented either as central processes, or as specialized modules, but they emerge instead from the dynamics of the system; this is typically the case in complex and selforganizing systems [5, 35, 44] and it also happens in AKIRA since many of its design principles are inspired by features of biological systems such as their two ways of interaction, local excitation and global inhibition. Some interesting emerging phenomena are competition among different modules, attention and cooperation. Competition does not need to be explicitly represented, because active modules inhibit concurrent ones by taking resources. Attention is a difsuch as [84]. The rationale is that a Daemon that is able to operate in a domain and to produce good predictions (of its actions) is well attuned to the current situation.
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fuse mechanism, since active modules can be also seen as under the attention focus; see also [6] for a similar approach. As typically in Pandemonium systems, flat and hierarchical assemblies of modules evolve, too, representing cooperation or exploitation (these structure emerging from dynamics of self-organization are called Coalitions and Hierarchies in [66]). For example, modules synchronized on the same input and cooperatively fulfilling sub-tasks can evolve strong links and prime each other. Or, modules monitoring other modules’ operations and exploiting their results can spread them activation in order to successively exploiting their results. This is also typical of Pandemonium systems: what is new here are the bottom-up and top-down pressures. The second example (the visual search task) illustrate the dynamics in a hierarchical structure, focusing on competitive cooperation for realizing a common goal involving attentive processes. Each module can introduce a contextual pressure over the whole computation in a measure that is proportional to its saliency: for example, in the artificial detectors sent commands to the fovea with a fire rate that was proportional to their activation; thus, more salient and relevant modules influenced more the fovea. The third example (the mantis architecture) illustrates how many competing motivations and behaviors can be managed at once, and their dynamics are an emergent function of both endogenous and exogenous inputs (drives and stimuli). As illustrated in Figure 8, mixed courses of events can be realized in a smooth way with the contribute of many modules, organized in Coalitions, dynamically changing their activation level in an adaptive way. A similar schema-based architecture has also been used for evolving perceptual and abstract categories trough situated interactions with an environment, see [65]. In that case a distributed representation of categories emerge in the form of dynamical patterns of clusterization and synchronization of many specialized schemas and this new form of organization provides an advantage in tasks such as classification, tracking and survival.
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